
Privacy Policy

The Site and its Use: Voltbricks is committed to respecting your privacy. We understand the importance of protecting 
personal information and have created the following guidelines to protect your privacy and personal information.

Information Collected: This notice applies to all information collected or submitted on the Voltbricks Web site. In 
general, you can visit this Site without telling us who you are or revealing any information about yourself. Our web 
servers may collect the domain names, but not the e-mail addresses of visitors. In addition, there are portions of this Site
where we may need to collect personal information from you for a specific purpose, such as to provide you with certain 
information you request. The information collected from you may include your name, address, telephone, fax number, or
e-mail address. You may refuse any request for personal information.

Use of Information: Domain name information that we collect is used to measure viewer statistics, such as the number 
of viewers that visit the Site, pages viewed, etc. We use this information to measure the use of our Site and to improve 
the content of our Site.

In order to respond to an inquiry you make, to process your requests or to utilize access controlled portions of the Site, 
Voltbricks may ask for information such as your name, address, e-mail address and telephone number. We may use this 
information to respond to your requests, or to contact you via mail, e-mail or phone. This information may be shared 
with other Voltbricks businesses or support partners, but only if necessary to fulfill your request or for related purposes. 
Voltbricks does not share, sell, or lease personal information about you to any third parties for their marketing use. 
Voltbricks will release information about you if you direct it to do so or if Voltbricks is legally required to do so 
notwithstanding the foregoing, all communications from you to the site are and will be treated as non-proprietary and 
non-confidential.

Finally, we never use or share the personally identifiable information provided to us online in ways unrelated to the 
purpose for which the information was submitted without providing you an opportunity to decline to have your 
information used or shared for such unrelated purpose.

Links to Other Sites: The Voltbricks Web site may contain links to other sites such as authorized distributors and 
representatives. While Voltbricks makes reasonable efforts to try to link only to sites that share our high standards and 
respect for privacy, Voltbricks is not responsible for the content, security, or privacy practices employed by other sites.

Our Commitment To Data Security:  To prevent unauthorized access, maintain data accuracy, and ensure the correct 
use of information, we have put in place appropriate physical, electronic, and managerial procedures to safeguard and 
secure the information we collect online.

Our Commitment To Children's Privacy: Protecting the privacy of the very young is especially important. For that 
reason, we never collect or maintain information at our Web site from those we actually know are under 13, and no part 
of our Web site is structured to attract anyone under 13.

How You Can Access Or Correct Your Information:  You can access, verify, and correct all of the personally 
identifiable information about you that we collect and maintain. To correct or revise your personal information, send us 
a request that credibly shows the error or supports the requested change. To protect your privacy and security, we will 
also take reasonable steps to verify your identity before granting access to your information or making requested 
changes

Information Pertaiing to Email Lists: The data that we gather for the use of our emails lists is composed of your 
name, email address, role and organization. This data is maintained by Voltbricks only and is not shared with any 
organization other than the mass mailing software. At any time, you are free to unsubscribe from our emailing list if you 
no longer wish receive emails from Voltbricks, you may unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button 
located at the bottom of the email.

How to Contact Us:  Should you have other questions or concerns about Voltbricks privacy policies or any other 
information contained on this Site, please contact us at:

VOLTBRICKS PTE. LTD.
105 Cecil street
#15-01 The OCTAGONE
Singapore 069534
Quality Manager
+65 6950 0011   
mail@voltbricks.com


